The recent confrontation between the Walt Disney Company and Preserve Historic America (PHA) concerning the proposed construction of Disney's America near Haymarket, Virginia, captured much attention, but has tended to obscure the important role that Disney-inspired theme parks play in histoxy education. Although it was reported that PHA opposed the development solely on the grounds that it would compromise the historic integrity of a historic rural Civil War battlefield sitew the subject of Disney's portrayal of the past does indeed remain an issue for both public and academic historians. This essay urges that we look more closely and dispassionately at the Disney Parks' role in historical intexpretation, for it can tell us much about popular perceptions of history and historic places.
As a historical geographer with a background in public and academic histoxy, the central question that I shall address here is how theme parks interpret the design of historic landscapes they supposedly re-create. In earlier studies, I have noted that shapers of popular culture like Walt Disney (1901-1966) often replicate(d) essences of historic environments (historic architecture and historic landscapes) through a complexprocess of selection and abstraction of landscape features or elements. Moreover, these elements are often stylized or stereotyped to enhance their effect. Much the same process occurs in the creation of film sets as the visual aspects of place are essential in conveying the "atmosphere" of both time and place. Knowledge of how this process operates is essential to understanding how public/ popular education occurs in environments that are both entertaining and educationalr, as the trade now calls them, places of"edutainment." RICHARD FRANCAVICLIA is a historical geographer with a long-standing interest in how the American landseape has ehanged through time. He is the author of numerous books as well as two dozen articles. Franeaviglia is both an academie and publie historian, having served as a museum direetor, deputy state historie preservation offieer, and director of the Ohio Historical Soeiety's loeal history offiee. He eurrently teaehes history and geography at the University of Texas at Arlington, where he direets the Center for Southwestern StudiesF I was enchanted by all the rides, but the thing that made the strongest impression on me was Main Street, Walt Disney's evocation of the smalltown America of his youth. I remember standing there in the dusk while the lights came on. I watched them outlining the busy cornices while a horsecar clopped quietly past, and suddenly I wanted to stay in this place forever. ' By the time Snow was in his twenties, however, he tells us that he did not remain grateful to Walt Disney for this bequest, but rather became "embarrassed and irritated" by Disney, who was now seen as representing "a sort of institutionalized, self-congratulatoxy blandness." After considerable soulsearching, Snow relented, and recommended that we, as historians, had better appreciate Disney. Snow's message has gone largely unheeded, as Disney-bashing remains quite fashionable in our field, but one wonders how many of us as histoty professionals raised in the 1950s and 1960s would ever dare admit that we were so positively influenced by I)isney's version of histoxy that we became historians, that is, elected to "stay in this place" (which is a metaphor for the past) forever?
Whether or not Disney influenced a generation of academic and public historians is something that should be further explored, but Disney certainly had a profound effect on the American public's perception of both history and historic places. When studied in this light, Disney emerges as an applied popular historian who stressed the continuity and validity of the past in an era that espoused progress and advocated the erasure of most history from the "real" ( Disney's designs are, in two senses, ultimately historical: he and his designers intuitively, and perhaps consciously, borrowed from classical designs in the creation of pedestrian-scaled townscape, but translated them into vernacular form, and thus helped Americans define who they were by depicting where they had been and where they were going, metaphorically speaking. In the process, Disney excerpted, and aggressively edited, the content of history and the design of historic places. Interestingly, Disney utilized history in theming Disneyland, but was an optimist regarding the possibilities of the future and technology, as evidenced in Tomorrowland.
That Disney re-created American history in a semi-mythical form is obvious to those who study the theme park, but one needs to ask how, or why, Walt Disney was so successful in shaping popular American interpretations/appreciations of history and historic places. By re-interpreting iconic and folkloric aspects of history, Disney gained tremendous power/authority as a spokesman for American culture. It is this power that many historians, academic or public in orientation, would readily covet, for the audience is so large and its appetite for history so nearly insatiable. Certainly, public history owes a debt to Disney, who helped popularize history through both the material culture of the theme park(s) and history-based programming that appeared in film and its then relatively new offspring, television.
American/popular culture authority Margaret King has noted that Disney helped Americans see (that is, visualize) their own pastnd their own communities, in a totally new light.4 In this regard, Walt Disney was both an environmental educator and a history educator. Like all history, however, Disney's version was, quite understandably, filtered to conform to a personal and world view.
One could argue that the popular appreciation of American history in the last forty years is, in part, a result of (1) This essay suggests that we view theme parks as a logical outcome of America's very aggressive and creative search for place through imagebuilding, and that we not hold them to the same standards as we do museum exhibits. This does not mean, however, that theme parks cannot be educational; on the contrary, they educate the public in ways far beyond the understanding, or appreciation, of most traditional history educators. Historians can learn from theme park designers (and vice versa), for we both search for ways of identifying major themes, events, and symbols that define our culture. I think it instructive that Disney's America anticipated depicting numerous themes such as industrial heritage and cultural diversitythat historians currently find so exciting but evidently regard with a sense of ownership.
In summary, the shapers of popular culture, too, share historians' impulse to interpret and present the past, for that impulse is as old as stoxytelling. Closer working relationships with shapers of popular culture will be established when historians are able to more fully and more honestly understand and appreciate Walt Disney's relationship to, and place in, history. Disney certainly was a visionary who helped Americans make the transition from an agrarian/industrial society to a postindustnal future. I would hesitate to call Disney a postmodernist, but if his beliefs and actions were studied more carefully, some might arrive at that conclusion. Disney understood that there were no borders between the personal/ ideological and the perceptual/political, and that all education was valueladen. For Disney, imagewas substance, andwhoever controlled that image wielded both the power to affect views ofthe past and visions of thefuture.
